SECTOR REPORTS OCEAN CARRIERS/PORTS
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bananas and mangos, over extended
shipping times.”
The reefer units purchased
by Hapag-Lloyd also are energy
efficient, states Carrier Transicold.
“The PrimeLINE units use an advanced digital scroll compressor to
deliver more cooling capacity using
less energy than prior models from
Carrier Transicold. The PrimeLINE
units also provide pulldown that
is up to 15 percent faster than its
nearest competitor and as much as
30 percent faster than others.”
Innovations in controlled-atmosphere technology also are helping
reduce food waste.
Jon Shaw, director of sustainability and communications at Carrier
Transicold, notes, “By maintaining

precise conditions to optimize quality for specific commodities, the
XtendFRESH system will help Hapag-Lloyd’s customers reach new
markets through extended shipping
distances.” In addition, “The system
also helps to prevent premature ripening, which aids in reducing food
waste through spoilage, resulting in
a more efficient cold chain.”
Another German ocean carrier, Hamburg Süd, is using the
XtendFRESH controlled-atmosphere system in its reefer units to
optimize fresh avocado shipments
from South America to the Port of
Rotterdam in the Netherlands for
Nature’s Pride, a European exotic
fruit importer.
Rogier Rook, logistics manager
at Nature’s Pride, says, “We tested
XtendFRESH quite extensively. It
was a nice collaboration between
ourselves, Carrier, Hamburg Süd
and our growers.”
www.foodlogistics.com

During the ocean voyage, avocados are kept cool, while the XtendFRESH system manages oxygen
and CO2 levels. As the avocados
consume oxygen through respiration, it is maintained at lower levels
to reduce further respiration and
delay ripening. Elevated CO2 levels
are maintained to delay softening,
while ethylene produced by the avocados inside the reefer container
also is removed to delay ripening.

As shipping patterns change, bringing longer
routes, our investment in controlledatmosphere technology will provide
dividends for our customers ...”
Niklas Ohling, Hapag-Lloyd

Once the avocados arrive at
the Port of Rotterdam, they are
transferred to Nature’s Pride’s
ripening facility in Maasdijk in the
Netherlands.

Direct
Keep it simple. Long Beach is the fastest, most direct way to
move goods between the Far East and most of the U.S. That’s
all you need to remember: Port of Long Beach. polb.com/trade
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Warehouse
Automation
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May 24

3PLs

Cold Chain I

Warehouse automation
is key to supporting
the food and beverage
industry as it confronts
SKU proliferation, rising
labor costs and the
ongoing quest to wring
more efficiency out of the
supply chain.

Third-party logistics
providers are forging
deeper partnerships with
their food and beverage
customers to boost
competitiveness, enhance
regulatory compliance
and more quickly
respond to changing
marketplace demands.

A well-managed cold
chain equates to
improved shelf life,
better food safety and
higher profits. Experts
discuss how logistics
providers, technology
companies and others are
contributing to cold chain
success.

_________________

_________________

_________________

Software &
Technology

September 20

Software & technology
is a fast-evolving sector
that is delivering myriad
benefits to the global food
supply chain. A diverse
panel of experts examines
the newest innovations
and the pay-offs.

An integrated global
cold chain requires highlevel performance from
ports, 3PLs, cold storage
operators, transportation
providers, software and
technology vendors and
others. Expert panelists
reveal the ultimate
benefits for shippers
and manufacturers.

_________________

Dates are subject to change.

Visit our on-demand webinars, available 24/7 at:
F O O D L O G I S T I C S .COM/ W EBI N AR S

RESERVE YOUR SPONSORSHIP TODAY! CONTACT:
Judy Welp | Associate Publisher | jwelp@ACBusinessMedia.com | 480.821.1093
Carrie Konopacki | Sales Manager | ckonopacki@ACBusinessMedia.com | 920.542.1236

Cold Chain II

_________________

Ocean
Carriers &
Ports

_________________
With U.S. food imports
and exports on the
rise, the role of ocean
carriers and ports is key
in supporting time- and
temperature-sensitive
perishable food products.

Hottest Food
Supply Chain
Trends in
2018

_________________
Join a panel of industry
executives for one
of our most popular
events—a roundtable
discussion covering the
most important trends,
opportunities and
challenges facing the
food supply chain in 2018.

• European exotic fruit importer
Nature’s Pride relies on its partnership
with Hamburg Süd and Carrier
Transicold to deliver ready-to-eat
avocados to grocers’ shelves.

“The amount of detail that goes
into the process upon arrival here
is extreme,” Rook says. “Besides
the ripening, there is sorting and
repackaging, so this is really a complex process. And we try to give our
clients at least a week of shelf life
on these products.”
Japanese container manufacturer Daikin confirms, “Temperature
control remains the No. 1 transportation requirement for maximizing
the quality, safety and shelf life of
fresh produce. But controlled-atmosphere [technology], which
effectively puts fresh commodities
to sleep in transit, will also play an
increasingly important role over the
coming years to support expanding
container trade in high-value, sensitive fruits and vegetables, both for
global and regional markets.”
For example, fresh fruits and
vegetables are responsible for 70
percent of the strong growth in
intra-Asia perishables trade over
the past five years, according to
Seabury Maritime, and this segment
heavily relies on controlled-atmosphere technology for leafy greens

and other sensitive commodities.
“Another factor impacting the
need for controlled-atmosphere
[technology] is the shift in global
container shipping operations, including increased vessel sizes, slow
steaming and transshipment-based
networks,” Daikin states. “These
developments help the shipping
industry maintain its service and
open up markets for fresh produce
exporters worldwide, but also
lengthen supply chains. Protecting
and extending the life of perishable
cargoes with technologies, such as
controlled atmosphere, therefore,
becomes increasingly important.”

Continued Growth
on the Horizon
The compounding effects of
rising global demand for fresh food,
ample capacity of reefer containers,
low shipping rates and increasing
sophistication of controlled-atmosphere technology are supporting
growth of the global refrigerated
container market, which is expected to reach $3.25 billion in 2020
from $2.13 billion in 2015. Market
volume of refrigerated containers
is forecast to reach 3.46 million
20-foot equivalent units (TEUs) by
2020 at a compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) of 6.7 percent.
Allan Klinge, vice president and

sales manager at Klinge Corp., says
he is seeing growing demand for
specialty reefers, such as tank container equipment, explosion-proof
equipment and dual-redundant
reefer systems.
“While the market for standard
reefers will surely rebound, the
specialty market appears healthy,
even in the face of the recent
downturn, as safety requirements
will continue to be enforced and
increased,” he explains. In addition,
“The reefer/heating tank market
also continues to grow as investors
develop better methods of bulk
liquid transport and distribution.”
Klinge’s refrigerated tank
containers cool the tank’s cargo
by circulating brine or synthetic oil
around external cooling coils in the
tanks. The system is used to transport food products and beverages,
along with other types of cargo.
The demand by customers for
temperature monitoring is driving
interest in Global
System for Mobile Communications (GSM)- and
satellite-based
options, adds
Klinge, who
notes that the
company currently is working
HOW MANY freight claims
with a partner
do you file per month?
on a dual version
in which the
satellite would
If it’s more than 10, MyEZClaim
Freight Claim Software can
be used when
reduce your filing costs:
a GSM/cellular
connection is not
Mine claim data to identify
problem carriers or products
available.
Lower administrative costs by
reducing filing time to just 15
minutes per claim
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Cloud-based software as a
Service (SaaS)
Get even more out of your system
with our one-on-one freight claim
training program.
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